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Jurisdiction
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
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Question(s)

Illinois asks the filer to mark the UCC 1 Financing pages to be attached as: attachments, exhibits, etc. (To Distinguish
the attachment as different than the original) We feel that we are within our right as a filing officer to make the
documents distinguishable from an original under the provision of 810 ILCS 5/9-516. If they are bogus we will not file the
document until General Counsel reviews the submittal.
Indiana will not file two UCC1 forms as one document. It would be filed as two different filings with two fees or one
would be filed and the other rejected for lack of filing fee.
Kansas will not file two UCC1 forms as one document. It would be filed as two different filings with two fees or one
would be filed and the other rejected for money.

We will accept the attached pages with stamps from a different filing office because that in and of itself is not a rejection

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

reason under Michigan law. However, if the submitter's UCC1 face page (without any jurisdiction stamps) contains
something Michigan allows us to reject for, (e.g., debtor is a public official,) we will reject the submission.
Minnesota is the same as Wisconsin as well.

Montana would contact the customer, however we would treat it as such: If they sent us enough to file two UCC's we
would file them, if they only sent in enough $$ for one filing, we would file one, and reject the other one noting that we
already filed the first one, and leave it to the customer to decide if they want to file the 2nd one or not.
Nevada is just like Michigan.

Ohio is also the same as Wisconsin.

Washington State is the same as Wisconsin.
Wisconsin will file this UCC-1, treating one of the filings as the initial and the other as an attachment, provided there are
no other reasons to reject the filing.

Wyoming

Additional Comments:
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Full Text of Original Email:
I hope this is a quick question. If you receive a UCC1 filing, that has two copies of the first page attached, with each of those pages stamped by a
different recording office, would you accept the document for filing?
For example:
UCC1 with a recording stamp from X County
UCC1 with a recording stamp from Y County
Debtor, secured party, and collateral are identical on both documents
Filing party has requested that these two documents be filed together as a single UCC filing with the state.
Would your office accept this for filing?
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